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A GENERAL CALKIN REPRESENTATION

SA GE LEE

Let H be an infinite dimensional Hilbert space and a be an infinite
cardinal :S: dim (H) +1. By defining a new topology called a-topology on
H, we give characterizations of the norm closed ideal Ja (H) generated by
the operators of rank<a in the algebra L CH) of all (bounded, linear)
operators on H. Also, we construct a faithful representation of L (H) / J a

(H) , as an extension of the J. W. Calkin' s original work for the case of
separable Hibert space H

1. Characterization of J a (H).

Throughout the paper H will be an infinite dimensional complex Hilbert
space, a a fixed infinite cardinal not greater than the smallest cardinal
dim (H) +1 that is greater than dim (H), Ja(H) the closed ideal of L (H)
generated by the set of all operators of rank less than a, M I the unit ball
of M when M is a closed subspace of H, Fa the set of all nonzero closed
subspaces M of H with dim(M)<a.

The a-topology 70a on H is defined as the locally convex topology on H
generated by the set of all seminorms PM of the form x~sup {I (x, y) I : yE
M I }, where M varies over Fa.

In this paper, we will fix a set S as the set of all (Oa-neighborhoods s
of 0 in H such that s is a finite intersection of sets {yE H : PM (y) <c},
ME Fa, c>o. Then S is a directed set with respect to the order s:S:t
meaning tCs.

THEOREM 1. Let TE L (H). Then the following three conditions are equiva-
lent.

(i) TEJa(H).
(ii) TIHI is continuous with respect to (Oa on HI and the norm on H.
(iii) For every norm bounded net {xs : sES} in H such that xs~O in (Oa,

we have Txs~O in norm.

Proof· (i)~ (ii) We may assume that T=t-O. Let TEJa(H). By Rellich
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criterion ([8J Theorem 0.), for every e>O there is a MEFa such that
I/T*IMII<e/4, since T*EJa(H) as well. "Ve put N=H8M. Then, for
all yEHb

sup I (x, Ty) I ::;;sup(supl (x, Ty) 1)=IIT*IMII<e/4.
xEMl yeHl xEM1

Thus, for any pair y, Yo E H b we have

supl (x, T(y-yo) I<e/2.
zeMI

Now, let YoEHland the <Oa-neighhorhood of 0 in H,UN(yo) = {yEll:
supI (y-Yo, x) I<o}be given, where 0 is a positive number that will be
zENI

determined later. Then, for any yE'UN(yo) nH h we have

IITy- TYol1 = sUI' ICT(y-yo», z) I
$GHl

::;;supl (T(y-yo), z) I +supl (T(y-yo),z) I
zEMI zENl

<e/2+IIT*lIsupl (y-Yo, (T*/IIT*II)z) I
%EN1

::;;e/2+ 11 T*lIsupl (y-Yo, x) I
zeNl

<e/2+ 11 T*lIo(, where we now take o<e/ (211 T*IJ).
<e/2+e/2=e.

This shows tha.t TI HI is continuous .atan .arbitrary yoEHI with respect to
the specified topologies in (ii).

(ii) ===} (i). By ([8J Theorem 0), it only need to show that every closed
subspace K of H on which T is bounded below has dimension less than
a.Let 0>0 be such .that ollxll::;; 11 Txll, for all xE K.

If it were that dim(K) ~a, we construct a net {Xi: iEl} in H as
follows. The index set I is just the family Fa. We can find a unit vector
XiEK such that Xi is orthogonal to P(i), where P is the projection in
L(H) whose range is K. This is ,possible 'Since P(i) .is a closed subspace
whose dimension is also less than a.

Now for an arbitrary ME Fa' we put io=M. Then for every i~io

(meaning i=>io) , we see that

supl (Xi, y) I=supl (PXi, y) I
yeM1 ')'EMl

=supl (Xi, Py) I
yeM,

=0,

since Xi is orthogonal to P(i), while P(i) contains P(io) and M1cM=io.
It follows that X{-+O in <Ocr Since {xi} cHb our hypothesis (ii) implies
that IIxill-O since ollxll::;; 11 Txll for all xEK. We thus have a contradiction.
It follows that dim (K) <a.
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(ii) ==> (ill). Clear.
(iii) ==::;> (ii). Assume, contrarily, that TI Ht were discontinuous at .xE

HI' Then, for some open ball B(T.x, e) centered at T.x with radius e>O
in H, we have that T«s+.x) nHt) r:tB(T.x.. e), frequently for sES. Let
So= {sES: T( (s+x) nHI) r:tB(Tx, e)}. For every sESo, we find Y,E (s+.x)
nHI' and for every sES",,-,Srn we put y,=x. Then {y,: sES} is a norm
bounded net in H such that Ys-.x in wa• If we put Xs= ys-.x, then X,-O
in 70a while IITx,II=IITy.-Txll:?:e, for all sESo. That is IITx,IIze fre
quently for sES, contradicting to hypothesis (iii). Q. E. D.

2. ConstructieD of a gener,aI Calkin representation

We regard the set S defined in section 1 as an abelian semigroup with
respect to the union meaning its addition operation, as well as it is a
directed set. It is well known that (p. 121 [2J Theorem 29. 5) S admits a
non:zero invariant mean rp, that will be fixed hereafter. One can easily
show that, for a bounded real valued function f on S,

sup inf fer) '5:,rp(f) '5:,inf sup fer).
t ''S:.r I tS;r

The following arguments are quite similar to those III ([lJ, [3J). We
sketch the main ingredients of our construction.

Let M be the vector space of all norm bounded nets {x,: sES} in H.
We can define a positive Hermitian sesquilinear form rp: MXM-C by

rp(~, 7) =,p({(X., Y.) : sES}),

for any e= {x. : sES}, 1)= {Y. : sES} EM. If we put N= {~EM : ,p(!;, t;) =
O}, a linear subspace of M, then P=M/N, the quotient vector space,
becomes a prehilbert space with respect to the inner product (e', 7)') =,p(t;,
1), where e'=t;+N, 7)'=7)+N. Let K be the Hilbert space by completing
P.

The correspondence x- {x}'= {.x : x=x. : sES} EP gives rise to an
isometric linear mapping of H onto a closed subspace H' of K.

Consider M o= {{x, : sES} EM: x.-O in 7Oa } and Po=Mo/ N. Let Ko be
the closure of Po in K.

For every TEL(H), we define TO (e') = {Tx. : sES} 'EP, for every
t;EM with t;= {x. : sES}. Then one can easily check that TO is a well
defined, bounded linear mapping from Pinto P such that IITolI=IITII.
Let TO again denote the unique extension of the original TO to K. Then
it is routine to check that T-TO is a faithful *-representation of L(H)
into L(K).
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The next lemma is an immediate consequence of the above discussion and
.its proof will be omitted.

LEMMA. The stibspaces H' and Ko are orthogonal to each other in K and
they reduce TO for every TEL(H).

We call the representation of L(H)/Ja(H) induced by T~1' in the
following theorem as a general Calkin representation.

THEOREM 2. Let T~1' be the stibrepresentation of the representation T~

TO : L(H)~L(K), induced on Ko, i. e., 1'= TO IKo. Then the kernel {TE
L(H): T=O} of the representation /'.. is exactly Ja(H). Consequently, it
induces a faithful representation of L (H) / Ja(H) into L (Ko).

Proof. We :first show that the kernel of /'.. contains Ja(H). Let TEJa
(H). Then for every {xs : sES} cMo, we have 11 TXslI~O by (i)~ (ii)

.of Lemma 1. It follows that 11 {Txs}'1I2=~{(Txs, Txs) : sES} =0, by the
property of the invariant mean mentioned at the beginning of this section.
Consequently 1'( {xs} ') = {Txs} '=OEPocKo. By denseness of Po in Ko, we
conclude that 1'=0. Conversely, assume that 1'=0. To prove that TEJa
(H), we may prove the following ([6J Theorem 0) : Whenever M is a
closed subspace of H such that allxll~ 11 Txll, for all xEM with a :fixed 0
>0, we must have that dim CM) <a. Assume, contrarily, that dim(M) ~
a. For each sES, it is of the form

k .

s= n {yEH: sup {I (y, x) J : xE (Ni)1} <Si},
i=l

where NiEFa, Si>O, for each i=l, 2, ..., k. Let P(EL(H» be the
i

projection onto M. We can :find a unit vector xsEM8(V P(Ni», since the
i=1

k

closed linear span V P(Ni) has rank<a. Then, sup {sup{/ (xs,y) I : yE
i=1 1:S;i:s;k

(Ni)1} =0, since (xs, y) = (Pxs, y) = (xs, Py) and xs.lP (Ni) , for all i=l, 2,
..., k. It follows that xsES, for every sES, consequently, that xs~O in
wa. This implies that ~(IITXsll 2 : sES) =0. Thus,

02=SUp inf (o2I1xr Il 2)
t t5;r

~sup inf (11 Txr ll 2) =0,
t t~r

which is a contradiction. Q.E.D.
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